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Executive Summary
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This report was born out of the need to
accelerate the conversation of value-chain
digitisation, so more companies and institutions
can reap its tremendous value.

A meaningful conversation needs to
start from a place of knowledge, or
even better – a place of experience. 
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We therefore got down to work to discover
to discover what digital interventions are
already happening in Kenya.

The objective was to collect stories
and testimonials of executives who are
using digital tools and can testify to
their transformative nature. 
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We also examined the challenges
that come with travelling the digital
journey, and gathered insights and
recommendations to avoiding the
future pitfalls. 

CEO Perspectives captures views
from top executives in the country,
so other top executives can gain
insights from their strategic and
practical experience. 
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The examined views belong to top
executives from five key sectors of
activity, namely Health, Banking,
Agriculture, Industrilisation and
Energy, representing some of the
largest value-chains in the country.

Numerous technical

experts
contributed to the research, so the
reader can benefit from their practical
perspectives, filtered through an
executive mind-set lens. 

THE

JOURNEY
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Kenya, 2022

How Kenyan companies
kicked off the JOURNEY
of digital transformation
There has been a exodus from legacy systems

many companies have set up strong foundations that

to modern technologies in a time where digital

are in tandem with the global Industry 4.0 demands.



transformation is cutting across all sectors in
Kenya,

preparing

the

country

for

the

While a few firms started the journey of shifting their

next

operations to digital systems a decade ago,most of

generation of business ideals. 



the companies began adopting frontier technologies
However, it has not been an easy journey


in the past five years with the Covid-19 pandemic

to stay in business, remain relevant and thrive. 


catalysing the urgency of automating business

But through continuous innovation, resilience

operations and supply chain processes.


and learning from the hurdles that come

along the way,`

Artificial Intelligence as

the pillar of tech revolution
It is imperative to note that Kenya’s tech

But it started looking for AI solutions to solve a

ecosystem

challenge that mattered to all 47 counties in

has

already

started

making

Kenya where it supplies drugs. 



Artificial Intelligence (AI) not only the pivot
of its digital transformation but also a critical
service

“Our most-recent digitisation project is bringing

quality. Companies are already using AI to

immense efficiencies to KEMSA’s operations and

reduce operational costs, improve customer

procurement planning processes, and helping us

experience and keep their businesses on a

make sense of the large amounts of data we

profitability trajectory.



collect on a regular basis,” explains Edward

tool

in

improving

product

and

Njoroge Njuguna, acting CEO at KEMSA.


It has been a journey of learning and
unlearning for the Kenya Medical Supplies

The

Authority (KEMSA), which in 2020, over 80

Service cloud solution that now automates the

authority

adopted

a

Data-Science-as-a-

percent

its

analysis of its large data sets and permits it to

couldn’t

retain flexibility on cost-incurring actions like

anticipate demand, and over 82 percent of

resupplying medication. Order processing and

Covid-19 related stock was still sitting in its

delivery has dropped from 75 days in 2018 to less

warehouses in September 2020. It was at a

than 7 days in 2022.


of

warehouses

its

stock
because

was

sitting

they

in

painful point of struggle as it was unable to
analyse large chunks of zillions of data.
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Business Intelligence
M.P Shah Hospital, which has been running for
10 years on petabytes of non-digitized and
unstructured data has also learnt the value of AI
systems. In the last two years, it has been
organizing this data using Microsoft Power BI
(Business Intelligence) which gives it real-time
insights to for faster decision making.



AI has enabled the hospital start offering
telemedicine consultations where patients book
appointments, get diagnosis and receive drug
prescriptions through videoconferencing which
runs on cloud and AI tools. 


“Digitising operations has been a key focus
in the past few years, with a clear shift away

“Digitising operations has been a key focus in
the past few years, with a clear shift away from
data crunching and towards a visible impact on
the business,” Dr. Toseef Din, CEO M.P Shah
Hospital says.

from data crunching and towards a visible
impact on the business,” Dr. Toseef Din,
CEO M.P Shah

Going paperless
Before 2018, at UAP-Old Mutual, a general
insurance provider with over 1.2 million
customers across 17 countries, patients would fill
claims on paper form and hospital staff would key
in vital information manually which delayed claims
processing. Manual reconciliation on payments
was done through Excel sheets and email
exchanges. But when the journey towards
digitization began, there was nothing to stop it.

 

In 2019, the company started its digitisation
journey by launching a OneDrive portal where all
hospitals and private-practice doctors could
upload the scanned claims. This eliminated the
transportation of bulk claims allowing for faster
claims approvals.



With the entire world going digital, medical
insurance is no exception.” 


In early 2021, it adopted the Electronic Data
Interchange (EDI) platform which eliminated the
need of data capture from a printed version. Also,
both the insurance provider and the hospital now
have visibility of the status of submitted invoices,
which cuts out the need for manual reconciliation.
This has cut annual claims processing time from
60 days to 14 days. 


In the last four to six years, the insurance industry
has gone digital, and the sector is around 50
percent to 70 percent to going paperless.


Jeff Ogalloh, General Manager - Health Business
& Innovations at UAP Old Mutual Group says:
“Digitisation can entirely remove the need for
physical documentation which brings about
efficiencies and – importantly – improves service
delivery timelines.

“Digitisation can entirely remove the need
for physical documentation which brings
about efficiencies and – importantly –
improves service delivery timelines.” Jeff
Ogalloh, General Manager - Health
Business & Innovations at UAP Old Mutual
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The power of IoT

For Atlas Copco, which has presence in 15

which allows for constant monitoring of

countries, a simple automation through Internet

performance at a fraction of the cost with data

of Things (IoT) initiative has replaced physical

automatically transferred to a secure centralised

visits to check on the performance of their air

database.



compressor products. Before the digital
interventions, clients would be typically visited

This allows for continuous monitoring of the

three times a year for regular maintenance and

performance of their systems, every 10 seconds,

about two times a year for repairs. The

with significant improvement in efficiency. 



technicians would see the readings from the
machine’s screen and note them down in a

In the first six months of implementation, the

notebook to be later transferred to an Excel file.



system on average flagged 90 compressors which
were due for service, 53 percent of which were

The firm is now automatically connected to their

serviced within the following month, resulting in

over 700 large-scale clients within Kenya has its

14 percent increase in service for machines

compressors equipped with automatic data-

equipped with IoT devices.


gathering devices,

Improved efficiency

Initially, the team of technicians at Chloride Exide

2017 customer survey, Citibank noted a

would be scheduled to visit a client. Their

progressive and significant increase of interest in

punctuality could only be verified through a

real-time payments, among their customers.



phone call to the client. As business expanded,
the management decided to automate the client

Since the company already had a strategic team

visits reporting by requiring technicians to carry a

dealing with digital solutions for the future, they

tablet with geo-location capabilities to give full

tasked that team with creating a technological

disclosure of their arrival and duration of their

journey with gradual and frictionless

visit. At the end of the visit the client would give

implementation of real-time payments.



a rating. 

 


One of the key outcomes of this AI endeavour is

A year after implementation, there was a 49

the CitiDirect platform, which permits the bank’s

percent increase in on-time technician visits and

corporate customers to transact everywhere from

34 percent reduction in post-visit client

mobile phones, tablets or desktop computers.

complaints. 15 months after it implemented

Customers are able to track the status of their

Network Operating Centre (NOC) for real time

transactions directly from their device without the

monitoring and analytics, 22 red flags were

need to contact the bank through a call centre or

handled and there was a 7 per cent reduction in

a chat bot.

serious system issues.



saw up to 30 percent reduction in call centre
volumes.

Even banking has had a seismic shift. Following a
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One year after adoption, the platform

Improved efficiency

“We have spent the last 5 years or so in

To ease reconciliation challenges for business

progressively moving towards real-time

customers with high volumes of transactions, the

payments. We embarked on this journey,

bank’s digital team developed a secure

because we recognised that our already very

environment, which automatically matches a

demanding market was showing early interest

significant portion of order-payment pairs, and

in instant services,” says Martin Mugambi,

provides real-time insights to key stakeholders at

CEO and MD Kenya, East Africa Cluster Head

the customer company. 


at Citibank.

“We have spent the last 5 years or so in progressively moving
towards real-time payments. We embarked on this journey,
because we recognised that our already very demanding market
was showing early interest in instant services,” Martin Mugambi,
CEO and MD Kenya, East Africa Cluster Head at Citibank.

A journey of learning
from mistakes

Executives with a clear data strategy tend to

With this, Kenya sits comfortably aligned to

better prioritise digital tools with concrete

gaining a share of the global digital economy

business impact on their leadership objectives

which the World Bank estimated to be equivalent

and their companies’ bottom line. 



to 15.5 percent of global GDP in 2021, growing
two and a half times faster and worth hundreds of

To avoid the pitfalls common in the digital

trillions of dollars.


journey, it is critical to start from the pilot phase
and use the mistakes made as important lessons
and stepping stones to the achievement of the
overall tech objective. 

 

It is evident that many companies in Kenya have
had difficulties in using technology to enhance
business efficiencies, but it has been a valuable
learning curve because so far they have reaped
huge benefits and have laid strong foundations to
catch up with developed economies in the takeoff the Fourth Industrial Revolution - (4IR)
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Mindset
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Mindset is an indispensable
pillar in digital transformation
“When we launched our direct customer app, the
first resistance came from within, as our sales
representatives were attempting to protect the
client from the inconvenience of change.”

 

Deploying tech to a level where Lafarge desired,
Hassani took strong communication, openness to
feedback and willingness to modify, as well as a
“razor-sharp focus on the strategic direction and
the target value-addition for the customer and
the organisation”.

 

“Today, 85% of our direct business runs through
the app, and the same sales representatives who
initially resisted digitisation would not believe we
were ever able to operate without it.”

Adoption of technology requires a shift of
mindset from the top to the bottom of a firm's
hierarchy in order for transformation to be fully
realized.

 

Evidently, CEOs who take everyone on board
the digital journey train stand a better chance of
quickly transitioning their businesses into new
ways of doing things and setting the stage for
the organisation to be agile enough to
constantly innovate. Conversely, those who do
not actively and comprehensively engage their
employees right from the onset may not attain
all the benefits that technology promises.

 

“Working in a digitally-enabled environment
requires a different mind-set than the traditional
way, so the biggest challenge for leadership in
my view is the change management required for
each solution and each stakeholder,” notes
Seddiq Hassani, Managing Director, Bamburi
Cement, now Lafarge.  

“When we launched our direct customer
app, the first resistance came from within, as
our sales representatives were attempting to
protect the client from the inconvenience of
change.”Seddiq Hassani, Managing
Director, Bamburi Cement, now Lafarge

Read from the same script
Centum Investment CEO James Mworia
echoes Lafarge MD’s sentiments, noting that
for implementation of a new technology,
particularly a disruptive one to succeed, the
organisation has to be managed with
dexterity so that everyone can read from the
same script. 

 

“The biggest challenge in the adoption of
new or disruptive innovation, in my view, is
change management, which can be costly,
time consuming and result in opportunity
losses. Resistance to change fuels inertia
internally,” Mworia says.


In Xetova’s survey, many top executives
attributed their success to the fact that

they positioned their digital projects as strategic
to the future of the company. Similarly, the top
executive’s ability to obtain buy-in from their

C-suite tends to lead to better success rates
throughout the digital journey.


Digital interventions, our study found, create a
virtuous loop, where their mere existence
promotes a digital mind-set and therefore makes
further data-driven initiatives easier to adopt.
Organisations with advanced digital mind-set can
see their employees get re-energised around the
company’s vision.
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Changing corporate culture

For Sasini, a major coffee and tea producer, the

Africa Resource Centre (ARC) is transforming

management sought two key changes in the

health in Kenya through data where insights can

corporate culture. First there was an urgent push

be generated to support health-sector leaders in

to move from automation by default to by

their efforts to adapt to the immense changes

design. This meant allowing disparate

required in digital transformations.



automations to spring up through disconnected
technologies as need arises.



“Currently, our project focuses on using data to
help the Ministry of Health crystallise its priorities

Automation by design meant examining the

and integrate a digital mind-set in all its decision-

needs of the company, including those of the

making processes,” says Anthony Okoth, East

staff, and making informed decisions based on

Africa Regional Director at ARC.

that assessment. Second, Sasini’s management
wanted employees to view automation as a tool
towards value addition, which the employees
would proactively seek to deploy.

 


“Currently, our project focuses on using

The two changes required two solutions. First,

data to help the Ministry of Health

the existing ERP (Enterprise Resource Planning)

crystallise its priorities and integrate a

was reintroduced to ensure processes were

digital mind-set in all its decision-

streamlined under a single system. Second,

making processes,”


relevant employee incentives were introduced

Anthony Okoth, East Africa Regional

within a change management framework.

Director ARC

25% rise in profits

Sasini established an automation roadmap with

There is a widespread perception among start-up

focus on projects for significant bottom-line

owners that they are too young to deploy

impact. ERP is now used at 95% from “barely

technology, and that even if they would need to

used” before intervention and in just two years

incorporate digital solutions to spur their

of implementation, a 25% increase in profits was

businesses, they cannot afford such solutions.

realized. As the fruits of automation became

However, that’s a wrong mindset. There exists a

apparent, so did the confidence of the workers

men of simple and affordable solutions that can

in the process of digital shift.


catapult such businesses to their full potential.



 

It is not just the employees whose attitude

Kenya Bankers Association Chief Executive Habil

towards adoption of technology needs to

Olaka says this group of entrepreneurs needs to

change for successful digital implementation.

be exposed to relevant and affordable

The mindset of business owners too, particularly

technologies that can drive the sustainability and

those running MSMES, needs to undergo a

growth of their businesses.

paradigm shift for them to appreciate that
technology is crucial in the management and
success of their startups.
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Digital solutions

for MSMEs
“As Kenya Bankers Association, we pay close
attention to this group of enterprises through
interventions such as the Inuka Enterprise
Program. The latter provides a free digital and
face-to-face curriculum aimed at building
capacity on the operations and reporting levels
within the MSME segment. The programme
helps these small enterprises put together the
few but diverse details they need in order to be
able to tell their story convincingly to a
financier,” Olaka said.

 

“MSMEs are vital to the economy, both in terms
of Gross Domestic Product (GDP) and
employment. Yet, they are also the most
vulnerable segment, encountering many
challenges in the bid to access financial services.

The pandemic made things even worse as
MSMEs were the most likely to lose support
structures, especially when it comes to finance.
This meant they were bound to start falling
behind on their credit obligations.”


Beyond the know-how provided through the
Inuka Enterprise Program, MSMEs have access
to many targeted digital solutions to help them
navigate the dynamic environments they
operate in.  


“Basically, even small organisations today are
thinking of data collection and analysis as an
important avenue to improve their
operations and become more efficient,”

Rita Kavashe, Isuzu Motors

Chief Executive Officer.

When these small businesses start recording
success in form of reduced costs and growth in
revenue emanating from adoption of
technology, their minds begin to shift and
appreciate the key role innovation can play in
the realisation of their goals.

 

“Basically, even small organisations today are
thinking of data collection and analysis as an
important avenue to improve their operations
and become more efficient,” notes Rita Kavashe,
Isuzu Motors Chief Executive Officer.

 

Isuzu is currently developing a digital solution
targeting small businesses.



Uptake by government
The government is always seen as an
environment steeped in the traditional way of
doing things and thus is not easily receptive to
change. While this is true to a certain extent, a
glimpse into the operations of some ministries
and agencies strongly point to gradual
transformation, with exceptional ones having
made remarkable strides.

 

The Ministry of Health, for instance, has
incorporated digital platforms in the
management of public affairs. With immense
benefits already accruing from these steps, it is
only natural that going forward, uptake of digital
services will gather momentum.


“The digital intervention is a new telematics
product, under development with Isuzu Motors
and a local technology player. This is especially
appealing to our corporate customers.


Our decision to develop it came after requests
by SME clients who may not be able to buy the
costly fleet management solutions that larger
organisations use,” says Kavashe.
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Uptake by government
Digitisation enhances accuracy, minimizes waste

The objective is to make our decisions more

and compels transparency, which, in cumulation,

data-driven.

improves the efficiency of the entire healthcare

already shaped key strategic priorities like the

value chain,” says Health Cabinet Secretary

re-opening of the Tanzania market where we are

Mutahi Kagwe



currently making in-roads.”

Insights

from

the

project

have

“We have two main digital initiatives triggered
by the pandemic. First, there is our data science
programme with a team currently going through
the wealth of information we collect. 





“The digital revolution was already on track,
but Covid-19 accelerated it. The ability to
work from home makes it easier for women

Contribution to

gender equality



to

take

care

advancing
environment

of

their
of

‘traditional
careers.
work

has

roles’

while

This

new

come

with

elements we never thought possible. We see

 

While

Covid-19

brought

dark,

children pop up on the screen during virtual

threatening

meetings and young mothers tend their

clouds over economies and livelihoods, its silver
lining

came

in

terms

of

acceleration

babies

of

in

the

middle

of

assignments.

technology adoption. Even those whose minds

Suddenly for many people, it is possible to

were impervious to change and were reluctantly

be present for family and to be productive.

pushed into accepting the new reality regarding

In Kenya, the digital transformation has been

inevitable

good for gender equality,”

uptake

progressively

of

yielded

digital
after

operations,

realising

that

technology is not the monster it appears, but is
in fact a very important tool for transformation,
convenience, transparency and efficiency.

 

“The digital revolution was already on track, but
Covid-19 accelerated it. The ability to work from
home makes it easier for women to take care of
‘traditional roles’ while advancing their careers.
This new environment of work has come with
elements we never thought possible. We see
children pop up on the screen during virtual

Gina Din Kariuki - Co-founder of


meetings and young mothers tend their babies

WeDeliver Agenda Africa

in the middle of assignments. Suddenly for many
people, it is possible to be present for family
and to be productive. In Kenya, the digital
transformation
equality,”

says

has

been

Gina

good

Din,

for

gender

Co-founder

of

WeDeliver Agenda Africa, noting that “It is
insane to think that any business today can
progress without technology and data.”
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SIMPLE

SOLUTIONS

Kenyan firms are embracing

SIMPLE SOLUTIONS to

solve their problems
Kenyan companies are realizing that complex

Many companies have factored in simplicity in

technologies are counterproductive. They are

their digitization agenda, carefully testing

now repositioning their innovation strategies

solutions and piloting them before official roll

towards developing simple digital solutions to

out, to ensure they are easy to use and simple to

overcome their challenges. 



resolve in case of malfunctions or risks.



For any technology to become really

Data is the oil running industries right now, and

transformative, its interface must be simple

many businesses are leveraging it to find the best

enough for end users to understand while

ways of solving unique challenges.

providing a seamless interaction between
algorithms and humans. But it must be accurate,
relevant, void of hitches and one that solves a
real problem.

“We continue experimenting with
and customising the applications
which overlay the droned datacollection, and have seen immense
impact on the farming operations –

Better yields

big and small – as well as individuals
that we have been able to support
through our solutions.”


Astral Aerial Solutions, which spearheads drone

Sanjeev Gadhia, Chief Executive of

technology in Kenya has been using Big Data

Astral Aerial Solutions.

analytics and Artificial Intelligence (AI) in aerial
mapping to help farmers reap better yields.



Recently, it mapped 5,000 small-holder farmers
spread over three Kenyan counties through only
The company also uses more advanced but simple

about 100 flying hours to help identify areas of

mapping techniques which utilise multi-spectrum

farms with crop pests and diseases, soil acidity,

sensors that can even feed into crop-health

nutrient deficiency, stunted growth, crop

analytics, and eventually lead to insights for yield

destruction and soil erosion. The alternative

optimisation. 




would have been to have surveyors go farm by
farm on the ground to take photos, a process that

Use of data analytics to inform key business

may take years and would result in less data of

decisions has become increasingly important as it

lower quality.



empowers executives to make smarter business
decisions that have room for quick adaptation.

“We continue experimenting with and

This means that organisations are able to predict

customising the applications which overlay the

market trends and respond accordingly, in a timely

droned data collection, and have seen immense

manner, continually improving their performance.

impact on the farming operations – big and small
– as well as individuals that we have been able to
support through our solutions,” says Sanjeev
Gadhia, Chief Executive of Astral Aerial Solutions.
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Blockchain

Even technologies that sound complex such as

Imagine using geo-tagging and blockchain-

blockchain must be implemented with the

enabled tracking to prove that a certain coffee

perspective of the user in mind. For instance,

blend is premium! That a banana is organic!”

Twiga Foods has transformed agriculture through

explains Amena Arif, Country Manager for East

blockchain in ways unimaginable even though

Africa and Malawi - The International Finance

farmers do not know the name of the technology

Corporation (IFC)



eliminating middlemen from the value chain.


Cabinet Secretary of Ministry of Agriculture Peter
Twiga’s platform provides a direct link between

Munya cites the example of the government’s

the small-holder farmer and the retail network

electronic-voucher system, which aims to reach

while giving farmers feedback on what produce is

over one million farmers and at least 2,000 agro-

on demand. This allows them to make the

dealers by 2023.



necessary adjustments at the farm level.


“The technology allowed us to turn around a
The solution considers the digital building blocks

contentious and highly ineffective system of

already available in the local context. Since not all

subsidies distribution into a successful well-

small-holder farmers have access to a

targeted program. Before we introduced the


smartphone, a call-in functionality is provided to

e-Voucher system in 2019, the Ministry was

farmers, beyond the option to access the

effectively a monopoly in the fertilizer sub-sector

platform through a website.

and was squeezing out private players,”

Munya reveals.


AI in manufacturing

A good number of local manufacturers have

For Isuzu East Africa, the capability to make data-

embraced AI to transform how they operate – by

driven decisions is an advantage as the company

fully automating their production lines to be in

handles voluminous data and runs most of its

touch with their customers and suppliers, with

operations on an Enterprise Resource Planning

traditional customer service models taking a

(ERP) system provided by SAP.



back-seat. 


“We are also in the process of rolling out Plant
Tobias Alando, acting chief executive of Kenya

Maintenance and Fund Management modules,

Association of Manufacturers (KAM) observes that

which is part of our strategy to digitise key

digital advancements improve data sharing,

priority areas of the business,” says CEO Rita

product development and market strategy. 



Kavashe.



“They are crucial in developing local and global

The car assembler has a data science programme

supply chains. B2B digital tools enhance Kenya's

whose objective is to make the business decisions

competitiveness, creating an environment for

more data-driven. It also has a new telematics

businesses to discover and integrate new

product, which is appealing to its corporate and

technologies, understand changing market

SME clients, as it is an affordable fleet

dynamics, and compete locally and regionally,”

management solution.


Alando explains.
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Banking tech
Digital transformation has tremendously
impacted the banking sector in Kenya, especially
in financial inclusion, with the access to financial
services growing dramatically from 59 percent in
2006 to 89 percent in 2021, according to the
2021 Finaccess Household Survey. Kenya
Bankers Association (KBA) CEO Habil Olaka
attributes this growth to the adoption of
innovative banking solutions by financial
institutions.

 

“Banks and financial institutions are working hard
to create more channels to enhance access to
financial services for customers. The second
aspect to consider is reducing the cost of
accessing financial services. Financial institutions
are also alive to the need to ensure the products
on offer are adapted to the requirements of their
clients.

The answer to these challenges, therefore, has
continued to be innovative application of
technology in the banking segment,” says Olaka.


Digital innovations in supply chain management
are helping firms to mitigate inefficiencies, lower
costs and disrupt how information is accessed,
according to Chief Executive Officer of Centum,
James Mworia. Alongside investment in
renewable sources of energy, such as solar power,
he says digitisation will help to resolve many
challenges for businesses in Kenya.


Tech as a catalyst to achieving UHC
Health Cabinet Secretary Mutahi Kagwe sees
simple solutions as the driver of successful
delivery of the universal healthcare (UHC) dream
in Kenya.



Through its digitization initiative, the ministry and
its agencies will be able to plan, track and report
on the utilisation of resources across the health
care value chain in real time.

“To effectively plan, deliver and evaluate the
impact of our initiatives and service interventions,
we need to operate with high-quality data and
analytics. Digitisation enhances accuracy,
minimises waste and compels transparency, which
cumulatively improves the efficiency of the entire
healthcare value chain,” explains Kagwe.



“We are also rolling out a telemedicine
project to enable our skilled healthcare
workers to deliver quality services to farflung regions of the country quickly and at
a minimised cost. Eventually, Kenya’s
health services will be clustered around
Level 6 health facilities with advanced
telemedicine capabilities,”

Hon. Mutahi Kagwe, Cabinet Secretary
for Health in the Republic of Kenya.

Through its digitization initiative, the ministry and
its agencies will be able to plan, track and report
on the utilisation of resources across the health
care value chain in real time.
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UHC can only be achieved through tech
Some of the digital solutions developed by the
Ministry of Health and housed on its Digital
Health Platform include Chanjo, Kenya's vaccine
registry, the Blood Management and Information
System (BMIS), as well as other solutions rolled
out across health facilities.



As the health sector players are working to find the
right solutions, the next step, she says, should be
to to strengthen the implementation of e-Health
standards, and emphasise the need for integration
of solutions across different stakeholders.  

Also, the National Community Health Digitisation
Strategy, 2020-2025, and the national electronic
Community Health Information System (eCHIS)
envisioned within it entail the utilisation of digital
solutions for essential services like household
enrollment, delivery of healthcare, commodity
supply-chain management, client referrals,
messaging and community-based disease
surveillance. The eCHIS is presently piloted in
Kisumu and Isiolo counties with plans to roll it out
nationwide in coordination with private sector
and non-profit stakeholders



“As medical professionals are
increasingly required to work with
digital solutions, it is important that
such skills are incorporated within the
curricula of the relevant education
degrees. Similarly, we need to find a
way to upskill the existing healthcare
workforce and enable them to adapt to
the changing times.”

However, former representative for East and
Southern Africa at World Health Organization
(WHO) Dr. Juliet Nabyonga-Orem, says there are
areas which could be explored further, such as IT
literacy for medical professionals and a more
systemic approach to digital solutions across
various stakeholders.


Dr. Juliet Nabyonga-Orem former
representative for East and
Southern Africa at World Health
Organization (WHO)

“For the former, as medical professionals are
increasingly required to work with digital
solutions, it is important that such skills are
incorporated within the curricula of the relevant
education degrees. Similarly, we need to find a
way to upskill the existing healthcare workforce
and enable them to adapt to the changing
times.”
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PARTNERSHIPS

Without PARTNERSHIPS,  
many tech goals cannot

be achieved
No single company can sail alone in the
technological waves and succeed without
collaborating with industry peers. Creating a
relationship with technology providers for
strategic partnerships is a sure way of putting
the right foot forward.



Chief executives are using partnerships as
springboards to increase their lease of
knowledge, expertise, and resources available to
make better products and reach a bigger
market. Alongside a 360-degree feedback,
strategic partnerships enable teams to bring the
best of their talent and strengths forward while
customers feel that the company can be trusted.
Your potential partner may already have a social
presence that benefits you by reducing the costs
incurred during brand awareness.


Top leadership is fast learning that working
closely with local digital solutions partners bears
fruit compared to doing it alone. Even for pilots
before the actual launch of a new product,
involving technical staff who understand how the
solution works is critical.

Banking needs

collaborations
it involved all telcos and banks to make transactions
cheaper, which also helped the country move closer
to becoming a cashless society.



Banking is a sector that has needed
collaborations to make Kenya’s most innovative
fintech solutions work more than ever. Whereas
banks had been considering partnerships for a
while, the pandemic forced them to speed up the
process, especially on interoperability.



The government relied on the use of digital
payment platforms to wire funds to targeted
beneficiaries under the enhanced cash transfer
programme. This programme increased household
spending levels and, therefore, boosted economic
activity and recovery,” says Ukur Yatani, Cabinet
Secretary, the National Treasury and Planning.



According to Kenya Bankers Association Chief
Executive Officer Habil Olaka, risk-management
frameworks required partnerships because such
systems need to be tested in advance which
carries high risks of exposure to cyber threats.  



He explains that Treasury has banked on
collaborations to equip users with the skills and
know-how to use the IFMIS systems. The IFMIS
Academy in partnership with the Kenya School of
Government rolled-out physical training and online
modules to reach dispersed user-networks.


“To address the dilemma, banks leveraged on
relationships with fintech players, who could
provide tested solutions without compromising
customer data. For some players, trust in these
technological partners is still missing, so they may
prefer to develop their own solutions,” he said.


When the government launched a programme to
cushion Kenyans against the hardships brought
about by the Covid-19 pandemic,
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Reduction in cost
When Kenya Private Sector Alliance (KEPSA)
launched its E-commerce Booster Program, it
partnered with TradeMark East Africa and trained
more than 2,000 SMEs on digital skills and
building capacity to operate in the digital marketspace. 



software provider of choice because of the
customer support they receive whenever there is
a hitch.


“Being able to make data-driven decisions is an
advantage. We run most of our operations on an
Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) system
provided by SAP. An ERP system is a journey
requiring significant effort,” notes Rita Kavashe,
CEO of Isuzu.



This included on boarding them onto existing
digital market platforms locally and overseas. This
initiation has ensured reduction in cost drivers
and an increase in technology driven solutions, a
move aimed at meeting the growing penetration
of products and a higher profit margin.



To increase impact of its existing projects,
WeDeliver Agenda Africa coordinates efforts by
the government and the private sector. Cofounder Gina Din-Kariuki says the organisation is
currently conceptualising multiple data-driven
solutions to measure progress.



“We also partnered with Zydii when we launched
free digital courses for SMEs to train and equip
them with skills to operate their businesses
online. As KEPSA we have numerous initiatives to
support value-chain digitisation,” says Carole
Kariuki, Chief Executive Officer of KEPSA.



“Among these are partnerships for funding of
women-led businesses and a Gender-Equality
scorecard, which I’m excited about, to support
organisations in evaluating the effectiveness of
their own efforts.”


Schneider Electric and Isuzu have been using SAP
as their enterprise resource planning (ERP)

Digitized ecosystems
Twiga Foods, one of the leading agritech
platforms in Kenya, has over the years evaluated
its entire value chain to ensure every stakeholder
benefits. The platform provides a direct link
between the smallholder farmer and the retail
network. 



Coca-Cola supports its partners with Wabi, its
eB2B tool which allows the retail partners to
order directly from an authorized distributor at
any time through their phones. This is creating a
multi-category marketplace and digitises order
generation between suppliers and stores.

“They also give farmers feedback on what
produce is on demand. This allows them to make
the necessary adjustments at the farm level. Since
not all smallholder farmers have access to a
smartphone, a call-in functionality is provided to
farmers, beyond the option to access the
platform through a website,” says Amena Arif,
Country Manager for East Africa and Malawi at
International Finance Corporation (IFC).

“To achieve these timelines, we work
closely with our wide distribution network,
and have tasked a dedicated team of
experts with managing the platform and
performing data analytics on consumer
purchase behaviours,”

Debra Mallowah, Vice President, CocaCola East and Central Africa Franchise.
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Health
Africa Resource Centre (ARC)’s partnership with
Xetova is helping it solve challenges at the
Ministry of Health which involves engaging
numerous one-off consultants, which works well
in many cases. 



“A significant prerequisite to reaping the
benefits of digitisation is ensuring the adoption
and integration of digital solutions across
government agencies, non-profit organisations
and the private sector,” notes Health Cabinet
Secretary Mutahi Kagwe. 



“In Xetova, we found a flexible partner who
brings expertise from multiple dimensions. Our
specialty at ARC is to discover the right experts
to work with, and Xetova has earned its place as
our AI services go-to solutions provider,” said
Anthony Okoth, East Africa Regional Director at
ARC.

 

For the Intrnational Finance Corpotation (IFC),
one of the projects it has put together in the
healthcare segment is the Africa Medical
Equipment Facility (AMEF). In Kenya, this is a
partnership between IFC, Co-operative Bank of
Kenya, GE Healthcare, Karll Storz and Phillips.  



Kagwe’s ministry is also keen on AI, as it keeps
to enhance its capacity to collect, organise and
utilise data to produce actionable insights with
various government agencies and partners. 


“A component of this initiative will incorporate
machine learning to power a more proactive
and data-driven healthcare. Considering the
costs in health and the losses that may result
from poor planning, the ministry greatly
appreciates the benefit of forming digital health
partnerships,” he adds.


IFC’s Country Manager for East Africa and
Malawi Amena Arif said through the initiative,
the organisation is making a low-interest-rate
loan facility available to Co-operative Bank, the
local financing partner for AMEF, to support
purchases of specialised medical equipment
through the partnering medical equipment
providers.



“The objective is to support small and
medium-sized clinics, hospitals and
other healthcare providers who wish to
invest in dialysis machines, scanners
and other key medical equipment. The
ultimate goal is to expand access to
life-saving technology to a lowerincome strata of the population,”

“The objective is to support small and mediumsized clinics, hospitals and other healthcare
providers who wish to invest in dialysis
machines, scanners and other key medical
equipment. The ultimate goal is to expand
access to life-saving technology to a lowerincome strata of the population,” he said.



Amena Arif, Country
Manager for East Africa
and Malawi, IFC

It is through such collaborative spirit that the
Ministry of Health partnered with Xetova,
Safaricom, the Africa Resource Center and the
Corporate Council of Africa to organize the first
of its kind Africa Healthcare Supply Chain
Dialogue.
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Manufacturing

Tobias Alando, acting CEO at Kenya Association

of Manufacturers (KAM) sees the value of
collaboration in upskilling staff in Kenya’s
manufacturing industry.


“To enhance digital technology
“To enhance digital technology adoption, we

adoption, we host capacity-building

host capacity-building programs like the Annual

programs like the Annual Kaizen

Kaizen Congress, in partnership with the Kaizen

Congress, in partnership with the

Institute. KAM members are trained on existing

Kaizen Institute. KAM members are

smart manufacturing practices and technologies

trained on existing smart manufacturing

to enhance their productivity,” he said.



practices and technologies to enhance
their productivity,”

In today's digital environment, a "do-it-alone"
approach is not the best strategy for growth.
Companies that initially grew organically need to
look for new ways to drive collaborative
innovation that delivers on what their customers
need today – and in the future.



Strategic partnerships benefit everyone:
businesses, employees and customers.
Companies can broaden their relevance and
increase their addressable market while
customers benefit from the strengths and
offerings each organization brings to the table

Tobias Alando, acting CEO at

and employees expand their development

Kenya Association of

opportunities through exposure to new

Manufacturers (KAM)

perspectives and expertise. 



Deepening ties between complementary
businesses fosters collaboration and longevity,
and allows companies to offer services and
solutions that help their customers and other
businesses become more successful.
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Getting

Buy-In

Stakeholders’ BUY-IN a
must for smooth rollout
of digital solutions
As companies start the process of automating
their operations, they are bound to encounter a
number of setbacks. 

 

Among the first hurdles is low market acceptance
which delays product penetration to the market.
Richard Ngatia, the President of the Kenya
National Chamber of Commerce and Industry
acknowledges this reality, noting that resistance
to change is one of the prominent impediments
to transitioning into digital economy.

“The implementation and adoption of new
technologies is not an easy task. Some
people may be reluctant to change, and
this static culture is an impediment to our
economic growth,”

Richard Ngatia President, Kenya
National Chamber of Commerce and
Industry (KNCCI)


Managing resistance
The main reason many do not easily yield to the
imperatives of technology adoption is the fact
that the process demands that stakeholders do
things differently, and away from their comfort
zone. The challenge therefore is to convince
stakeholders, especially the C-suite to see the
importance of going digital and hence buy into
the idea of transformation. Once the top
executives and managers are persuaded on the
utter necessity of technological use, the
acceptance of change will be easily cascaded to
the lower cadre of staff.

 

Xetova noted if the solution requires the end-user
to go through significant or lengthy learning, the
intended change will spark resistance. However,
when introduction of new technology is executed
in a gradual manner that the end users find easy
to grasp, there is limited resistance.


Several top executives credit part of their success
to their ability to obtain buy-in from their C-suite
and other management staff.

 

Different companies adopt various approaches in
their bid to ensure that relevant stakeholders in
the automation journey see the overall vision and
projected benefits. 
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Measurable impact
Astral Aerial Solutions discovered that the best

The anticipation of resistance was borne out of

way to get buy-in on their technology offering

the

from the farmers they serve, is by demonstrating

operated

measurable impact on the farmer’s profitability.



system. It was therefore crucial to bring all the

realisation

players

under

that
a

comprising

the

ministry

previously

purely

manual

transaction

staff,

top

managers

and

“The inherent ability of the drones to provide

suppliers up to speed with the forthcoming

performance data as they operate is also driving

changes, a process that was done in a variety of

our efforts to get buy-in from farmers, who would

ways including training, awareness campaigns

otherwise shy away from experimenting with

and talk shows.


cutting-edge

 


technology.

As

we

implement

projects with local farmers, we have seen first-

“To facilitate the process, we had a Change

hand the power that technology has to excite and

Management Plan ready. This involved the use of

energise

technical

events, media campaigns, talk shows and training

background," Sanjeev Gadhia, Founder and CEO

even

those

with

no

to sensitise users and suppliers on the benefits of

of Astral Aerial Solutions.


the new system,” Mr Yatani says.


 

The National Treasury on its part put in place a
Change Management Plan before embarking on
implementing digital solutions. Cabinet Secretary
Ukur Yatani says that the plan was meant to stave
off

resistance

Integrated

to

the

Financial

implementation

Management

of

“To facilitate the process, we had a Change

the

Management Plan ready. This involved the

Information

use of events, media campaigns, talk shows

System (IFMIS).

and training to sensitise users and suppliers
on the benefits of the new system,”

Ukur Yatani Kanacho, Treasury Secretary

Training is imperative
To illustrate the centrality of stakeholders’ buy-in

Programme and the Presidential Digital Talent

in

Programme. 



the

transformation

process,

Treasury

established The IFMIS Academy in partnership
with the Kenya School of Government. The core

The Ajira Digital programme has been particularly

responsibility of the academy was to equip users

instrumental in equipping the youth with skills to

with

ensure quick acceptance of digital technologies.

the

physical

tech

skills

training

and

and

know-how

online

through

modules.

The programme targets to train 1 million youth to

The

Treasury is also banking on capacity building to

enable them plug into online jobs in the context

foster

of a fast growing gig economy.


nationwide

rollout

of

the

electronic

 


government procurement (e-GP) system. 



The allure in implementation of tech-based
“With our experience implementing IFMIS, we

solutions in provision of government services and

expect resistance to change, so we have planned

in addressing national pressing challenges lies in

targeted and large-scale sensitisation and


the hefty rewards it promises. For instance, taking

capacity-building

initiatives,”

Yatani

notes,

into account the experiences in other

adding that e-GP is likely to run into setbacks

jurisdictions, it is estimated that the e-GP solution

related to ICT capacity among small businesses

will yield significant cost savings in the magnitude

and to forestall this, the players need 


of between 10 percent and 15 percent of the

to be trained just as it was done with the IFMIS.

total government public procurement

Some of the solutions the government is rolling

expenditure.


out is enhancing ICT skills through scaling up the
Digital Literacy Programme, the Ajira
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From the

CEO’s mind

From the CEO’s mind

The Journey

“

“

We have spent the last 5 years or so in progressively
moving towards real-time payments. We embarked
on this journey, because we recognised that our
already very demanding market was showing early
interest in instant services.



Following the outbreak of the pandemic, the
government deepened the use of digital finance
to stimulate and support economic activity and
thus - recovery. Measures were implemented to
reduce the cost of mobile transactions and
internet banking, and to enhance cashless
payments, with the objectives to support the
economy. 



Martin Mugambi, CEO and MD Kenya,

East Africa Cluster Head at Citibank

Ukur Yatani, Cabinet Secretary,

Ministry of Finance

“

There are some clear trends. For one, I believe
online retail is here to stay, and we will have to
find a way to crack it. Then, the composition of
the agriculture sector, namely heavily based on
small and medium-sized business, means that
analytics will be key to bringing efficiency and
keeping products competitive.



“

With the steps taken so far and with the well-laid
out e-health strategy and policy that the Ministry
has put forward, Kenya is on the right trajectory. I
see no need for significant structural changes,
but rather continued persistence in enhancing
ICT infrastructure and internet access, improving
the consistency of standards adoption, and
working to enforce data protection.



Mucai Kunyiha, Group CEO, Kzanaka Ltd

Dr. Juliet Nabyonga-Orem, Former Acting
Representative for East and Southern Africa,
World Health Organization (WHO)
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From the CEO’s mind

Mindset

“

“

The biggest challenge in the adoption of new
or disruptive innovation, in my view, is change
management, which can be costly, time
consuming and result in opportunity losses.
Resistance to chain fuels inertia internally



“Basically, even small organisations today are
thinking of data collection and analysis as an
important avenue to improve their operations
and become more efficient,”


Rita Kavashe, CEO, Isuzu Motors

James Mworia, CEO, Centum Investment

“

“

“Currently, our project focuses on using data
to help the Ministry of Health crystallise its
priorities and integrate a digital mind-set in
all its decision-making processes”



“Working in a digitally-enabled environment
requires a different mind-set than the traditional
way, so the biggest challenge for leadership in
my view is the change management required for
each solution and each stakeholder”



Anthony Okoth, East Africa Regional

Director at ARC

Seddiq Hassani, Managing Director, Bamburi
Cement, now Lafarge.
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From the CEO’s mind

Simple Solutions

“
The technology allowed us to turnaround a
contentious and highly ineffective system of
subsidies distribution into a successful well-targeted
program. Before we introduced the e-Voucher
system in 2019, the Ministry was effectively a
monopoly in the fertilizer sub-sector and was
squeezing out private players



“

Twiga’s solution considers the digital building
blocks already available in the local context. Since
not all small-holder farmers have access to a
smartphone, a call-in functionality is provided to
farmers, beyond the option to access the platform
through a website. 



Peter Munya, Cabinet Secretary, Ministry

of Agriculture

Amena Arif, Country Manager for East Africa
and Malawi, International Finance Corporation

“

Banks and financial institutions are working
hard to create more channels to enhance
access to financial services for customers. The
second aspect to consider is reducing the cost
of accessing financial services. Financial
institutions are also alive to the need to ensure
the products on offer are adapted to the
requirements of their clients.



“

We continue experimenting with and customising
the applications which overlay the droned datacollection, and have seen immense impact on the
farming operations – big and small – as well as
individuals that we have been able to support
through our solutions.



Habil Olaka, CEO, Kenya Bankers
Association (KBA)

Sanjeev Gadhia, CEO, Astral Aerial Solutions
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From the CEO’s mind

Simple Solutions

“

We are also rolling out a telemedicine project to enable our skilled
healthcare workers to deliver quality services to far-flung regions of the
country quickly and at a minimised cost. Eventually, Kenya’s health services
will be clustered around Level 6 health facilities with advanced
telemedicine capabilities  


Mutahi Kagwe, Cabinet Secretary,

Ministry of Health

Partnerships

“

“

Habil Olaka , CEO, Kenya Bankers

Association (KBA)

Carole Kariuki, Chief Executive Officer

of KEPSA

To address the dilemma, banks leveraged on
relationships with fintech players, who could provide
tested solutions without compromising customer
data. For some players, trust in these technological
partners is still missing, so they may prefer to
develop their own solutions.



We also partnered with Zydii when we
launched free digital courses for SMEs to train
and equip them with skills to operate their
businesses online. As KEPSA

we have numerous initiatives to support

value-chain digitization.
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From the CEO’s mind

Partnerships

“

To achieve these timelines, we work closely with our wide distribution
network, and have tasked a dedicated team of experts with managing the
platform and performing data analytics on consumer purchase behaviours.


Debra Mallowah, Vice President, Coca-Cola East and

Central Africa Franchise

“

“

To enhance digital technology adoption, we host
capacity-building programs like the Annual Kaizen
Congress, in partnership with the Kaizen Institute.
KAM members are trained on existing smart
manufacturing practices and technologies to
enhance their productivity.



There are new and exciting technologies
coming up, which can become a reality if the
government continues to work closely with
the private sector.


Anthony Okoth, East Africa Regional
Director, Africa Resource Centre

Tobias Alando, acting CEO at Kenya

Association of Manufacturers
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From the CEO’s mind

Buy-In

“

The inherent ability of the drones to provide performance data as they
operate is also driving our efforts to get buy-in from farmers, who would
otherwise shy away from experimenting with cutting-edge technology. We
have seen first-hand the power that technology has to excite and energise
even those with no technical background. 


Sanjeev Gadhia, CEO, Astral Aerial Solutions

“

“

To facilitate the process, we had a change
management plan ready. This involved the use
of events, media campaigns, talk shows and
training to sensitise users and suppliers on the
benefits of the new system.



The implementation and adoption of new
technologies is not an easy task. Some people
may be reluctant to change, and this static culture
is an impediment to our economic growth.


Richard Ngatia, President, Kenya National
Chamber of Commerce and Industry

Ukur Yatani, Cabinet Secretary, Ministry

of Finance
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From the CEO’s mind

Buy-In

“

However, gaps remain, including costly digital infrastructure,
taxation of IT equipment, devices and telecommunication services,
as well as cyber security threats.


Carole Kariuki, CEO, KEPSA

“

Don’t reinvent the wheel. In most cases, a solution exists out
there that can address your problem, so research comes in handy.
The biggest challenge in the adoption of new or disruptive
innovation, in my view, is change management.


James Mworia, CEO, Centum
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